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 A gestural input to control artifacts and access the digital world is an essential part of highly 
usable systems.  In this article, we propose a gesture recognition method that leverages the 
sound generated by the friction between a surface such as a table and a finger or pen, in which 
17 different gestures are defined.  The gesture recognition process is regarded as a 17-class 
classification problem; 89 classification features are defined to represent the envelope of each 
input sound, while a hierarchical classifier structure is employed to increase the accuracy 
of confusable classes.  Offline experiments show that the highest accuracy is 0.954 under a 
condition where the classifiers are customized for each user, while an accuracy of 0.854 is 
obtained under a condition where the classifiers are trained without using the data from test 
users.  We also confirm the effectiveness of the hierarchical classifier approach compared with 
a single-flat-classifier approach and that of a feature engineering approach compared with a 
feature learning approach.  The information of individual features is also presented.

1. Introduction

 Getting an input from a user is essential to control artifacts and access the digital world, 
whether explicitly or implicitly.  A remote controller has been conventionally used to realize 
remote input into electronic devices such as home appliances, while a keyboard, computer 
mouse, and touch input have been popular for graphical user interfaces (GUIs); however, the 
demand for instant access to home appliances and digital services, as well as to highly usable 
systems, is increasing.  Additionally, advances in multimedia processing technologies such 
as speech recognition(1,2) and image recognition,(3,4) as well as sensor and embedded system 
technologies such as wearable devices(5–7) and smart objects,(8,9) allow users to talk to or gesture 
with devices, and thus to give instructions (input) to a computer environment in the same way 
as in human-to-human communication.  In this article, we propose an acoustic-sensing-based 
gesture recognition method that allows input in a natural and ubiquitous manner for use as the 
remote controller of a media player.
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 Google Home(1) and Amazon Echo(2) operate various home appliances in a room using 
a human voice as the input and have great potential to be used as general-purpose input 
methods that may replace keyboards and traditional remote controls; however, people may 
be reluctant to talk to a machine, and it may take some time before everyone can accept such 
machines.(10)  Handwriting recognition on an arbitrary input surface of a smartphone or tablet 
is a familiar method that can be incorporated without discomfort; however, this method cannot 
be used unless the terminal is at hand, and the size of the input surface depends on the size 
of the terminal.  Thus, attention has been focused on gesture recognition, which allows input 
by moving an arm or finger in free space.  A wearable device approach requires a user to 
wear a device, which allows relatively free input; ring-like devices such as MagicRing(5) and 
TypeRing(6) and a device mounted on an upper arm such as MyoKey(7) are often used.  In 
particular, a ring is a familiar accessory, although rings are not necessarily worn by everyone 
and are not considered suitable for daily use such as to control home appliances.  Gestures can 
also be recognized using sensors installed in surrounding environments, such as cameras and 
depth sensors;(3,4) however, Oulasvirta et al. showed that camera-based methods can give users 
the feeling of being monitored, thereby infringing their privacy.(11)  Thus, there is still an issue 
with wearable-sensor-based and environment-based gesture recognition for practical use in 
daily life.
 By contrast, a smart object approach might be effective as a method of suppressing privacy 
intrusion and reducing barriers for input, in which sensors are attached on or embedded into 
objects used in daily life.  Zhang et al.(8) demonstrated Electrick, a touch input on a dedicated 
surface on which a conductive material was placed.  In a different study, a pressure-sensitive 
surface was realized by installing load cells under the four corners of a surface, i.e., a table 
or an entire floor, to detect changes in the pressure applied to the surface,(9) which showed 
the possibility of providing information and services through natural actions.  Knocki(12) is a 
commercially available knock-based remote control that is attached on a wall, door, table, or 
another surface and detects pressure when it is knocked on.  Desks and walls are considered to 
be suitable for smart object-based gestural input because they are ubiquitous objects in indoor 
living spaces.  Therefore, we take this approach as a means of natural input.  In particular, 
gestures on arbitrary planes are detected by analysis of the sound caused by the friction between 
the surface and a finger or pen.
 The use of acoustic sensing as an input to digital environments has been reported in a 
number of papers.  Acoustic sensing can be categorized into three approaches: special-surface-
based, active-sensing-based, and passive-sensing-based.  The special-surface-based approach 
analyzes the acoustic signal generated when the user rubs a specially designed surface.(13,14)  
This approach enables a stable acoustic signal to be generated; however, the input area is 
limited to the place where the surface is deployed.  The active-sensing-based approach also 
generates a particular space where the environment can be controlled by the system.  The low-
latency acoustic phase (LLAP),(15) a device-free gesture-tracking scheme based on the phase 
change of the acoustic wave from an audio speaker, utilizes a microphone and an audio speaker 
in a commercial smartphone to measure the movement direction and distance of a hand in front 
of the terminal.  The LLAP is also sensitive to the place where the gesture is performed.  By 
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contrast, the passive-sensing-based approach generally has a more relaxed condition of the 
place of input.  The above-mentioned Knocki also fits into this category.  The input to Knocki is 
very simple, i.e., the user simply knocks on a surface, which may restrict the variety of control.  
Scratch input(16) uses the unique sound when a fingernail is dragged over a textured surface, 
in which a machine-learning technique is utilized to discriminate six gestures using peak 
count and amplitude variation as features: single and double taps, as well as swipes with single 
(“I”), double (“V”), triple (“N”), and quad (“W”) swipes.  By contrast, we aim to recognize 17 
gestures by using carefully designed features and a hierarchical classifier structure.
 The remainder of this article is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the gesture 
recognition pipeline with gesture data collection.  The evaluation methodology is also 
described.  Section 3 describes the result of evaluation including the classification accuracy, the 
difference between a hierarchical classifier approach and a flat (single) classifier approach, and 
the effectiveness of classification features.  Finally, Sect. 4 concludes the article.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Gestures

 We specified 17 gestures that can be used to control a media player as shown in Fig. 1.  Here, 
the red dots in the figure indicate the starting point of each input and the single red dot in the 
bottom right indicates a knock.  

2.2 Dataset

2.2.1 Data acquisition system

 The basic idea of the gesture recognition system is to discriminate characters and figures 
on the basis of acoustic wave patterns.  The data collection system employs two sensors: 
a microphone and a piezoelectric sensor.  The microphone is used to acquire audio signals 
propagating in the air, while the piezoelectric sensor is used to identify each segment of the 

Fig. 1. (Color online) Supported gesture set.
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gesture input based on the vibration signal propagated during the input, which is described 
in Sect. 2.3.1.  The sensors are connected to a Raspberry Pi 3 (RP) microcontroller, which 
performs sampling at 44100 and 500 Hz for the microphone and piezoelectric sensor, 
respectively, with samples stored in an SD card in the RP.  Note that the piezoelectric sensor is 
connected to the RP via an operational amplifier and an A/D converter.  
 The decision to use two sensors was basically to realize a low-cost acquisition system.  It 
might also be possible to use a high-precision wall microphone to serve as a data source for 
both gesture input and gesture segmentation without using a microphone to acquire an air-
propagated signal; finding the optimum sensor configuration is a future task.  In this article, we 
focus on the recognition feature design and structure of a multiclass classifier, rather than the 
configuration of the sensing system.

2.2.2 Data collection

 The gesture dataset was prepared in two phases.  First, we assessed the effect of various 
conditions such as the surface material, the status of the input surface, and the distance to 
the sensors to reduce the possible combinations of conditions and thus the burden of the data 
provider, i.e., the human subject.(17)  The surface materials we tested are common surfaces of 
furniture, i.e., (1) urethane paint, (2) printed veneer, and (3) melamine decorative board, which 
have different sensations of touch and thus may make different friction sounds when touched.  
Regarding the status of the input surface (a table), we tested under three conditions: (1) no 
objects on the surface apart from the acquisition device, (2) a low-density condition (a cup, a 
laptop, and a smartphone in addition to the acquisition device), and (3) a high-density condition 
(a wide variety of commonly used items in addition to the objects under the low-density 
condition).  Furthermore, we changed the distance between the sensors and the input area, i.e., 
10, 30, and 50 cm.  One person performed all the input gestures, and the recognition accuracies 
among the gestures were compared.  Here, we applied dynamic time warping (DTW) as a naïve 
gesture recognition method.  To summarize our results, we confirmed large differences in the 
accuracy for different surface materials; however, we found that the status of the surface does 
not have any impact on the recognition accuracy.  We also found no difference in recognition 
accuracy among the three different distances between the input area and the sensors.  
 The second phase was to collect data for training and testing of the proposed method.  On 
the basis of the results of the above-mentioned preliminary experiment under various input 
conditions, we decided to use a melamine decorative board on which only the acquisition device 
was placed.  Fifteen persons (eight males and seven females in their 20s) participated in the 
data collection.  They performed the input gestures using a nib held in their dominant hand 
(14 persons were right-handed, and one person was left-handed).  No directions were given 
regarding the speed of drawing.  Each gesture was performed about 100 times, giving about 
1500 trials per gesture.  A photograph taken during data collection is shown in Fig. 2.  Note that 
the microphone was covered with a polystyrene bowl in Fig. 2, which was to cut off ambient 
noise from far away.
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2.3 Gesture recognition method

 In this section, the gesture recognition method is presented.  The processing f low 
is presented in Fig. 3, which consists of four major components: preprocessing, gesture 
segmentation, feature calculation, and 17-class classification.  In the following section, each 
component is described, with special focus on feature calculation.

2.3.1 Preprocessing

  The preprocessing consists of filtering, gesture segmentation, normalization, down-
sampling, and enveloping subprocesses.  Environmental noise in raw data obtained from the 
microphone was removed by finite impulse response (FIR) bandpass filtering whose lower 
and upper cutoff frequencies were 300 and 2000 Hz, respectively.  These frequencies were 
determined by a preliminary experiment.  
 The data stream contains periods of time that are not related to input gestures.  Since gesture 
recognition is performed only for the period of time of input gestures, a segmentation process 
is required.  To find the start and end points of one input gesture, we use the data from the 
piezoelectric sensor because significant vibration is observed during the input, especially at the 

Fig. 2. (Color online) Photograph taken during data collection.

Fig. 3. Gesture recognition flow.
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initial contact with the surface.  Also, the piezoelectric sensor is not affected by background 
noise transmitted in the air.  Thus, we consider it easier to identify the period of input than the 
signal from a microphone.  We empirically set particular thresholds for the amplitude and for 
the interval of significant impact on the surface to judge if a particular period of time represents 
an input gesture.
 Since the audio data are sampled at 44100 Hz, the amount of data for feature calculation 
is reduced by down-sampling, in which the root mean square (RMS) value is calculated per 
window with 150 samples.  This means that the length of a segment is compressed to 1/150.  
Then, an envelope of the down-sampled segment is calculated as a target of feature calculation 
using the Hilbert transform.  Note that normalization processes are carried out for the 
microphone signal and piezoelectric sensor signal to fit the range of values between 0.0 and 1.0.

2.3.2 Feature calculation

 A gesture is recognized by comparing it with an input feature vector calculated from 
the segmented audio data.  Designing powerful features is an important task in realizing a 
recognition system with high accuracy.  In total, we defined 89 features, which are summarized 
in Table 1.
 Statistical values such as duration, mean, standard deviation, and variance are used.  In 
addition to calculating these features in an entire segment, we split the segment into two parts 
at the second local minimum in the segment, and the statistical features are calculated from 
the first half (FH) and second half (SH) of the segment and the entire (ALL) segment based 
on the findings in Ref. 18.  The second local minimum was chosen as the split point due to 

Table 1
Definitions of features.
Name Number Type Description
dur{FH|SH|ALL}  3 STAT Duration of a particular time period (FH, SH, and ALL)
max{FH|SH|ALL}  3 STAT Maximum value in a particular time period (FH, SH, and ALL)
mean{FH|SH|ALL}  3 STAT Mean value in a particular time period (FH, SH, and ALL)
sdev{FH|SH|ALL}  3 STAT Standard deviation in a particular time period (FH, SH, and ALL)
var{FH|SH|ALL}  3 STAT Variance in a particular time period (FH, SH, and ALL)
n_max  1 MAX Number of local maximums in the segment
v_maxi  5 MAX Value of ith local maximum from the beginning of the segment
t_maxi  5 MAX Normalized elapsed time at ith local maximum from the beginning of the segment
d_maxi,i+1  4 MAX Time difference between t_maxi and t_maxi+1
v_mini  6 MIN Value of ith local minimum from the beginning of the segment
t_mini  6 MIN Normalized elapsed time at ith local minimum from the beginning of the segment
d_mini,i+1  5 MIN Time difference between t_mini and t_mini+1
t_midi  10 MID Normalized elapsed time at ith midpoint from the beginning of the segment
d_midi  5 MID Time difference between t_midk and t_midk+1 that contains at least one maximum
fluci  10 FLUC RMS of gradients in ith sub-segment
d_dtwc  17 DTW DTW distance between an input signal and a representative one for class c
FH and SH: first half and second half of a segment, respectively, ALL: entire segment 
STATS: statistics-based, MAX: local-maximum-based, MIN: local-minimum-based, MID: midpoint-based 
FLUC: fluctuation-based, DTW: DTW-based features
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our observation that FH and SH tend to represent the first and second strokes of two-stroke 
gestures, respectively, such as “4” and “X”.
 Some of the features are specified so that the acoustic waveform of each gesture can be 
represented by listing prominent points such as local extremums (local maximums and local 
minimums), their corresponding times (normalized elapsed times from the beginning of the 
segment), and the time differences between successive local maximums and local minimums.  
A midpoint, which is defined as the value of a sample midway between a local minimum and 
the next local maximum, is defined, and normalized elapsed times that give midpoints are used.  
The time difference between two successive midpoints that contain at least one maximum 
is introduced to represent the sharpness of the peak.  Figure 4 illustrates the notion of these 
features designed to represent the shape of the gesture waveform.  Note that the maximum 
numbers of local maximums, local minimums, and midpoints are assumed to be five, six, and 
ten, respectively, on the basis of the observation of the collected data.  Shortages are padded 
with zeros.
 We also define a feature called fluctuation (FLUC) by the RMS of gradients.  A slow change 
in the acoustic energy gives a small value of FLUC, which takes a value of zero in the case of 
motion with a constant velocity.  Thus, we consider that FLUC can represent the complexity of 
an input gesture.  An entire segment is divided into 10 subsegments, and FLUC is calculated for 
each subsegment.  
 Furthermore, the DTW distances between an input signal and representative signals of each 
gesture are introduced, in which three representative signals are randomly chosen for each 
gesture class in the entire dataset.  The effectiveness of each feature is evaluated in Sect. 3.4.  

2.3.3	 Classification

 The relationship between the input feature vectors and the input gesture classes is learned 
by supervised machine learning in the training phase.  Then, the label of an input gesture is 
predicted from candidate labels of the 17 gestures by taking an unlabeled feature vector as an 
input to the classifier in an operation phase.  

Fig. 4. (Color online) Definitions of features representing gesture signal waveforms.
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 We tested various classifier models, as well as two types of classifier structure: a single 
classifier (flat classifier) and a hierarchical classifier (see Fig. 5).  Hierarchical classifier 
approaches are often used to realize extensible classification systems(19) and to filter out 
unnecessary activities.(20,21)  In this work, the reason for using a hierarchical classification 
is to improve the classification performance.  The hierarchy is determined empirically from 
the classification result of a single classifier.  Figure 6 shows a confusion matrix when the 
RandomForest (RF) classifier was used.  From the figure, we confirm that confusion exists 
in some gesture classes, which include classes between “0” and “6” and between “7” and 
“R”.  Thus, we propose the hierarchical classifier structure shown in Fig. 5.  The top layer 
consists of nine classes, four of which merge two or six individual classes on the basis of the 
ease of confusion.  By contrast, the bottom-layer classifiers are responsible for the detailed 
classification of merged classes.  

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Flat classifier and (b) hierarchical classifier structures in experiment.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Confusion matrix obtained by flat classifier structure using RF to consider grouping in 
proposed hierarchical classifier structure.

(a) (b)
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2.4 Experimental methodology

 The objectives of the experiments are (1) to validate the effectiveness of the hierarchical 
classifier approach, (2) to clarify the difference in the classifier models, (3) to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the feature engineering approach for a limited data size, and (4) to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the features.  To build an offline experimental environment, we utilized 
the Python programming language (ver. 3.6) with the SciPy scientific computing library (ver. 
1.3), scikit-learn machine learning toolkit (ver. 0.19), and Keras neural network library (ver. 
2.3).  The envelope of the audio signal is obtained using scipy.signal.hilbert.  The local 
minimum and local maximum are calculated using scipy.signal.argrelmin and scipy.
signal.argrelmax with a parameter of order = 40, respectively.  Here, order represents 
the number of points used to find the extremums.  The larger the value of order, the more 
macroscopic the search range of the local extremum becomes.  We empirically set the value to 
40.

2.4.1	 Classifier	models

 Two types of traditional classifier model were utilized: the support vector machine (SVM) 
and RF methods, which are popular in the activity recognition community owing to their high 
classification performance.  We utilized the default hyperparameters for these models because 
our aim is to compare the effectiveness of the hierarchical approach and the flat structure rather 
than find the best classifier.  As the main parameter in SVM, a radial basis function (RBF) 
kernel was used, whereas in RF, the number of estimators, also known as the number of trees, 
was 100.
 In addition, we tested a convolutional neural network (CNN) as a modern end-to-end 
learning approach that does not need to craft a feature set via feature engineering.  Therefore, 
in the case of CNN, the enveloping and feature calculation processes (Fig. 3) are skipped.  The 
structure of the CNN classifier is shown in Fig. 7, which consists of three convolution layers, 
two of which are followed by max-pooling layers and one dropout layer.  The dimension of an 
input is 929, which is the maximum length of a down-sampled segment in an entire dataset, 

Fig. 7. (Color online) CNN structure.
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and shorter segments are padded with zeros.  The kernel size is ten or eight with a stride of one, 
while the number of filters is 64 or 32 and the pool size for max-pooling is set to two as shown 
in Fig. 7.  The activation function in each convolution layer is the rectifier linear unit (ReLU).  
We do not intend to optimize the neural network structure; rather, we aim to investigate how 
well the feature engineering competes with the feature learning approach and how effective the 
hierarchical classification is.

2.4.2 Evaluation methods

 Three evaluation methods are applied: macro 10-fold cross-validation (Macro-CV), micro 
10-fold cross-validation (Micro-CV), and leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSO-CV).  
Macro-CV is a cross-validation approach performed against a merged dataset from all 15 
subjects.  In this case, 9/10 of a dataset and 1/10 of a dataset are used for training and testing 
the classifier, respectively; the training dataset may contain 9/10 of the data from each person 
in theory, and hence the classifier “knows” about the subjects in the test data to some extent 
in advance.  Macro-CV is considered to represent the average classification performance of a 
particular classifier model.  By contrast, the result of Micro-CV is calculated by averaging the 
results of cross-validation against the dataset of each subject, which means that the classifier 
is perfectly customized for each test subject.  Thus, the result indicates an upper limit of the 
classification performance.  LOSO-CV is carried out by testing a dataset from a particular 
person with a classifier that is trained without a dataset from the person.  Thus, LOSO-CV 
is regarded as the fairest and most practical test method among the three methods.  In the 
experiment, these evaluation methods are used to confirm the average, upper limit, and lower 
limit of the classifiers.  We use accuracy as the main performance metric, which is defined as 
the ratio of the number of correctly classified instances to the total number of instances.  In 
addition, a confusion matrix is utilized to analyze the misclassification in detail.
 The effectiveness of the feature engineering approach compared with an end-to-end learning 
approach, also known as the feature learning approach, is evaluated by changing the number of 
data used to train the RF and CNN classifiers by Macro-CV.  A classifier is better if it achieves 
the same level of accuracy with less training data.  
 The importance of individual features is evaluated on the basis of information gain (IG).  IG 
is commonly used in feature selection, in which the gain of information provided by a particular 
feature is calculated by subtracting the conditional entropy with that feature from the entropy 
under a random guess.(22)  This means that a more informative feature has a higher IG.   

3. Results and Discussion

3.1	 Basic	classification	performance

 The results of the three types of cross-validation are shown in Fig. 8, from which we can 
confirm the following points:
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• The results in Micro-CV showed the highest accuracy except for the case with SVM and 
CNN in LOSO-CV, where the highest accuracy (0.954) was realized by the hierarchical 
structure with RF in Micro-CV.  

• The hierarchical classifier structure was found to be effective except for the case with SVM 
and CNN in Micro-CV and Macro-CV.

• RF showed the highest accuracy under all conditions.
 The highest accuracy (0.954) in the Micro-CV case suggests that the gesture recognition 
system works reasonably well if the classification model is perfectly customized, although this 
would require the user’s active involvement in the data collection process.  One prospective 
solution is to apply an active learning technique(23) that allows the user to customize the 
classification system starting with a “semi-finished” classifier.  As proposed by Fujinami et al., 
selecting the classifier most compatible with the target user on the basis of a small number of 
samples would accelerate the learning process.(24)  By contrast, the results in LOSO-CV show 
a practical performance where the classification model is independent of the test subject; the 
fact that all the accuracies with the hierarchical classifier structure in LOSO-CV are higher 
than those with the flat structure implies that the hierarchical approach is applicable to other 
classifier models such as the naïve Bayes and multilayer perceptron.  
 RF showed the highest accuracy among all evaluation methods, i.e., Micro-CV, Macro-CV, 
and LOSO-CV, and for both classifier structures, i.e., flat and hierarchical.  It may be possible 
to improve the accuracy of the SVM hyperparameter tuning; however, RF has still an advantage 
because it has fewer hyperparameters than SVM; the parameter with the greatest contribution in 
RF is the number of trees (or estimators), and the accuracy is increased as the number increases.  
The accuracies in CNN were lower than those in RF, which we consider to be mainly due to the 
size of the training dataset, the effect of which is analyzed in Sect. 3.3.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Results of (a) Micro-CV, (b) Macro-CV, and (c) LOSO-CV. The error bars in Micro-CV and 
LOSO-CV indicate the standard deviation among individual subjects.

(a) (b) (c)
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3.2	 Insight	into	hierarchical	classification	results

 In this section, our analysis of the hierarchical classification is presented, in which we focus 
on the results in LOSO-CV as those of a practical condition.  Figure 9 shows the accuracies of 
the top-level classifier, the second-level classifiers (G1 to G4), and the final result.  Here, the top-
level classifier deals with the classification of individual gesture classes such as “1” and “5”, in 
addition to G1 to G4 as shown in Fig. 5(b), which sums nine classes.  The accuracies of the top-
layer classifiers obtained by SVM, RF, and CNN are 0.790, 0.854, and 0.863, respectively.  As 
shown in the confusion matrix for the top-layer classifier obtained by RF in Fig. 10, a number 
of misclassifications in G1 and G4, as well as in “X” and G4, are found.  The top-level classifier 
plays a crucial role in the overall classification.  Therefore, the top-level classifier must be 
improved by finding more effective features, tuning the hyperparameters, and/or reconsidering 
the grouping strategy for the second-layer classifiers by considering the overall classification 
accuracy.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Accuracies of individual classifiers and final result in LOSO-CV.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Confusion matrix for top-layer classifier using RF.
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 Classifier G1, which deals with “0” and “6”, has the lowest accuracy among the four second-
layer classifiers.  These two characters look similar and inherently tend to be misclassified in a 
flat classifier structure, as shown in Fig. 6, in which “0” and “6” are misclassified into “6” and “0” 
469 and 365 times, respectively.  Additionally, the other gestures that are misclassified by the 
top-level classifier might be included in the classification of G1 as described above.  
 However, the hierarchical classifier mostly worked well; Fig. 11 shows the confusion matrix 
for the overall result in LOSO-CV using RF (the detail of the green bar in the case of RF in 
Fig. 9).  Comparison of the corresponding cells in the matrices of Figs. 6 and 11 shows that the 
accuracies for the gesture classes classified by the dedicated second-level classifiers, i.e., “0”, 
“6”, “4”, “X”, “7”, “R”, “2”, “3”, “8”, “9”, “△”, and “~”, were improved by 49.1% on average 
(minimum 4.3% and maximum 118.0%).  By contrast, the accuracies of the classes directly 
classified by the top-level classifier were decreased by 5.4% on average, ranging from 0.0 to 
19.7%.  This strengthens the importance of the top-level classifier as a classifier for individual 
gesture classes, in addition to the grouped gesture classes.  
 Note that the classifiers took the same set of features and the hyperparameters were not 
tuned because we intended to compare the effectiveness of hierarchical gesture classification 
with that of a flat single classifier.  Feature selection and hyperparameter tuning for each 
classifier might improve the accuracy.  Furthermore, the structure of the hierarchical classifier, 
i.e., the grouping of gesture classes in each classifier, was empirically selected on the basis of 
the similarity of strokes when performing the gestures and the difficulty of discriminating with 
a flat classifier.  Optimization of the classifier structure will be part of our future research.

Fig. 11. (Color online) Confusion matrix with hierarchical classifier structure using RF.
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3.3	 Effectiveness	of	feature	engineering	approach	under	limited	data	size

 Figure 12 shows the learning curves of RF and CNN classifiers obtained by Macro-CV 
evaluation, which correspond to the bars in Fig. 8(b).  Figure 12(a) shows that the accuracy of 
the feature engineering approach is comparable to that of the feature learning approach, while 
the feature engineering approach has clearly better accuracy in the hierarchical classification 
as shown in Fig. 12(b).  This implies that the proposed feature set is more effective with the 
hierarchical classifier structure than the features learned by CNN with the structure shown 
in Fig. 7 and the same number of training data.  The same tendencies were expected to be 
observed for Micro-CV and LOSO-CV.  

3.4	 Importance	of	individual	classification	features

 Figure 13 shows a boxplot that represents the informativeness of each feature, while Table 2 
summarizes the IG of individual features.  

Fig. 12. (Color online) Learning curves of (a) flat classifier structures and (b) hierarchical classifier structures.

Fig. 13. (Color online) Boxplot of IG for different feature types.

(a) (b)
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 The statistical features (STAT) are the most informative on average, although 
informativeness is diverse among the features, that is, IG ranges from 0.000 (maxall) to 
1.307 (durALL).  Although the durations (durALL and durSH) are not normalized and therefore 
may contain individual differences in the length of the stroke, they are the most and second-
most informative features.  
 The features derived from SH are generally informative.  This is probably because the first 
and second local minimums are observed just before and after the user makes contact with the 
surface, respectively, and because the majority of the gesture for a particular class is included in 
the region after the second minimum, that is, in SH.
 The features that represent the shape of the envelope that have a prefix of “t_” are 
informative, especially the normalized elapsed time at the second and third local extremums.  
The reason why the third quartile and the minimum values of the feature types of MAX, MIN, 
and MID are low is that not all the input gestures have a large number of local maximums 
and minimums.  That is, we set the upper limits of t_max, t_min, and t_mid to 5, 6, and 10, 
respectively, as shown in Table 1.  Thus, these features may have a value of zero, i.e., the default 
value, regardless of the gesture class.  The type FLUC is calculated against subsegments of 1/10 
of the size of the entire segment.  Therefore, we consider that such a “default value” problem did 
not occur and thus the deviation is small.

Table 2
IG for each feature and order of addition to feature subset (CFS).
IG Name IG Name IG Name IG Name
1.307 durALL 0.468 d_mid2 0.267 sdevALL 0.012 v_min5
1.012 durSH 0.466 d_max2,3 0.267 varALL 0.011 t_mid7
0.929 t_min2 0.465 v_min2 0.253 fluc6 0.010 d_mid4
0.871 sdevSH 0.458 d_dtw3 0.244 t_mid1 0.008 t_mid8
0.871 varSH 0.447 v_max2 0.233 d_dtw12 0.000 d_mid5
0.868 t_min3 0.440 t_max3 0.216 t_mid6 0.000 d_max4,5
0.830 meanSH 0.432 v_max3 0.197 meanFH 0.000 d_min5,6
0.812 v_min3 0.429 t_min4 0.187 maxFH 0.000 maxALL
0.794 maxSH 0.400 d_mid1 0.182 fluc2 0.000 t_mid10
0.782 d_min2,3 0.400 d_min3,4 0.174 d_dtw10 0.000 t_mid9
0.719 d_dtw17 0.385 v_min4 0.174 d_dtw14 0.000 t_max5
0.695 t_max2 0.377 d_dtw13 0.167 fluc4 0.000 t_min6
0.629 t_mid2 0.372 t_min1 0.157 sdevFH 0.000 v_max5
0.599 n_max 0.357 t_max1 0.157 varFH 0.000 v_min6
0.589 t_mid3 0.355 durFH 0.145 fluc10
0.579 d_dtw2 0.332 meanALL 0.142 fluc5
0.577 fluc9 0.329 fluc1 0.135 d_dtw8
0.565 d_max1,2 0.327 fluc8 0.123 d_dtw4
0.552 d_dtw16 0.324 fluc7 0.092 v_max1
0.530 t_mid4 0.316 d_min1,2 0.049 v_min1
0.526 d_dtw1 0.307 fluc3 0.024 d_max3,4
0.489 d_dtw7 0.297 d_dtw6 0.024 t_max4
0.488 d_dtw5 0.293 t_mid5 0.024 v_max4
0.483 d_dtw11 0.286 d_dtw15 0.012 d_min4,5
0.482 d_dtw9 0.286 d_mid3 0.012 t_min5
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 The median of the DTW-derived features is the highest and is higher than the average.  This 
means that the majority of these features are very informative, while a small proportion of the 
features in the category are not so informative.  As shown in Table 2, nine out of 17 DTW-
derived features (d_dtw) appear in the top 30 informative features, and four of them are in the 
bottom 30.  The DTW-derived features represent the proximity between the input gesture class 
and each class.  Thus, it is straightforward to relate the value (DTW distance) with a particular 
class.
 It should be noted that the collection of the k most informative features does not necessarily 
give high accuracy of the classifier.  To find the best feature subset, the goodness of a particular 
feature subset should be evaluated in a systematic manner,(25) which may also contribute to 
improving the processing speed owing to the reduced dimension.

4. Conclusions

 In this article, we proposed a gesture recognition method that leverages the sound caused 
by friction between a surface, e.g., table, and a finger or a pen, in which 17 gestures were 
supported.  Two challenges exist: feature design and classifier structure.  We primarily took 
a feature engineering approach and defined 89 features for gesture classification from the 
envelope of the acoustic signal so that they can represent the shapes of individual gestures.  As 
the classifier structure, we employed a hierarchical structure with two layers, in which the first 
layer deals with nine types of gesture including groups of gestures that can be easily confused, 
e.g., “0” and “6”, while the second layer focuses on discriminating these confusable gestures.  
The classification accuracy was evaluated using three models of classifiers, i.e., SVM, RF, and 
CNN.  Offline experiments showed the following:
(1) The highest accuracy in a favorable situation (Micro-CV), where the gesture classifiers are 

trained by only the particular person’s data, was 0.954, obtained by RF.  By contrast, the 
highest accuracy in a practical situation (LOSO-CV), where the classifiers are trained by 
data excluding the user him/herself, was 0.854, obtained by RF.

(2) The hierarchical approach was generally more effective than the single (flat) classifier 
approach, especially under all evaluation conditions of RF.

(3) The feature engineering approach showed the greater effectiveness of the hierarchical 
classifier structure than the feature learning approach, i.e., CNN, for a training dataset of the 
same size.

(4) The analysis of the informativeness of individual features showed that the duration of 
a gesture segment was the most informative and that the normalized elapsed times of 
local minimums and local maximums are also informative.  Additionally, the feature that 
represents the DTW distance had the highest median and a small variance.

 It may be possible to improve the classification accuracy by selecting contributive feature 
subsets for each classifier from the current 89 features.  Also, the high accuracy under the 
Micro-CV condition suggests that the accuracy can be greatly improved by asking the user to 
provide his or her own gesture data.  Even if not all the data can be provided, an active-learning 
approach can incrementally improve the accuracy by selecting the most uncertain input as a 
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target of labeling by the user.  The active-learning approach will be important for practical 
use because not only the user’s habits but also the operating environment may affect gesture 
patterns.  The hierarchical classifier structure showed better accuracy than the flat structure; 
however, a better hierarchy might exist.  Automatic construction of the optimum hierarchy is a 
target of our future work.
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